
CATALOG
Boat Bergumermeer 980GSAK

DESCRIPTION Bergumermeer 980GSAK

START 18 july 2022 to 08:00

END DATE 27 july 2022 from 13:30

VIEWING  Only by appointment through the organizer.
Tuesday   July   26 2022 from 14:30 until 15:30
9800 Deinze

AUCTIM PARTNER MOYERSOEN NV
Helststraat 47, 2630 Aartselaar, Belgium
+32 3 827 21 31 - info.moyersoen@auctim.be
BTW BE 0452.153.622

ISSUE - COLLECTION  Immediately after payment. Only by appointment 
through the organizer, and before 
Tuesday   August 02 2022 from 10:00 until 12:00
9800 Deinze

Online bidding only!

Catalog created on 27 july 2022 to 04:00
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Item Description Start price

3 Boat brand: Bergumermeer
Model: 980 GSOK
Execution: Mahogany Honduras, caravel 
construction, round bilge, hull and superstructure 
varnished, teak deck
Motorboat type: Displacer (slower)
Year of manufacture (yyyy): 1970
Last renovation (yyyy): 2005 to present
Berth: Deinze
Berth and country: Deinze yacht club, Belgium
Fuel: Diesel
Number of keys: 2 sets
Motor power kW: 33
Hull colour: wood
Hull material: Wood
Length (mm): 96500
Width (mm): 3350
Draft (mm): 1000
Air draft (mm): 2450
Engine brand: INDENOR PEUGEOT
Engine model: DTP 50
Fuel Tank (L): 90
Counter reading (hours): 3800
Sanitation: Yes
Depth gauge: Yes
VHF: Yes
Fresh water tank (L): 200
Salt water tank (L): 200
Other options: Layout: Front: sanitary cabin with 
pump toilet, sink and storage space; Middle cabin:
dinette / bed and sink with refrigerator and 
cupboards; Wheelhouse : Steering position , 
dresser , bench / bed ; Open cockpit

Facilities: Depth sounder, helm position indicator, 
Battery charger, Converter 12 V –> 220 V, VHF 
radio, compass, 2 water tanks. content 200 lit, 
Boiler, helm seat and 2 director's chairs
Additional information: This beautiful mahogany 
motor yacht was built "to order" in 1970 by the 
Bergumermeer Scheepstimmerwerf, Friesland. 
The very successful line plan served as inspiration

13.125€
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for the many BM steel cruisers ( hard chine ) that 
the yard built later .
It testifies to the best quality mahogany that the 
"Wettersweal" is still in such beautiful condition 
after 52 years on the water. The current owner 
bought her 17 years ago and had the restoration 
of the OWS (including 10 aisles and bow keel 
beam) carried out by a renowned shipyard in 
Heeg, before starting the unforgettable journey 
south through the Netherlands.
The entire exterior is in varnished mahogany 
Honduras planks and the full teak deck , on a new
lower deck , is built as originally . The original 
Indenor Diesel is still in top condition due to 
professional maintenance and good care.
The interior was renovated from floor to ceiling by
the current owner with classy materials in the 
style of the time. Electricity and technical 
equipment have either been renewed or adapted 
for high reliability of proper functioning.
An almost completely renovated yacht with plenty
of interior space, and equipped with practical 
comfort, with the possibility for the next owner to 
embellish it and / or adapt certain equipment, 
depending on the intended sailing area of his 
choice.
In short, a mini “Gentlemen's Yacht”, once labeled
by an expert as “in a class of its own”, and also 
selected to participate in the on-line “Worlwide 
Classic Boat Show”, an initiative of OCH, Maine 
(USA) during Corona times.
A unique opportunity for a passionate lover of 
wooden boats , who is not afraid of some regular 
attention , so that this vintage yacht can remain 
in service for many years to come, and the new 
owner can also experience great satisfaction for a 
long time, every time walkers along the bank 
waving enthusiastically, or raising their thumbs to
crossing skippers in admiration...
 
Recommended to go upstairs soon with the 
Wettersweal for periodic check OWS , touch up 
seams as needed , and new anti-fouling . Costs 
are borne by the Buyer . This has been taken into 
account when determining the minimum price.
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The photos speak for themselves and are part of 
the description. The owner is at his disposal for 
any additional information . The viewing is only in 
the afternoon , in Deinze , by appointment with 
the organizer , unless otherwise stipulated .
Flag letter: Yes, present
condition: Used
Quantity: 1
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